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Capital Optimisation 
for Shareholder Value Generation 

Goals
• To focus on practical application by drawing on a range of real experiences 

within the South African and European insurance industries. 
• To show how risk and capital management can generate value for 

shareholders and be recognised for it accordingly. Hosted by

Under risk-based capital frameworks, like Solvency II and SAM, risk and capital management have effectively become 
one and the same thing

Investors may therefore expect insurers to generate the same returns for less capital by improving how they manage 
their risks and how they use their capital

The question is – how can we do this? 



Value for shareholders can be expressed as the increase in the value of share capital relative 
to the capital initially invested

How can Risk Management support value for shareholders? 

How can we optimise capital to generate 
shareholder value? 
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Returns in 
excess of CoC

Present Value
of a Perpetuity

Drive increase in portfolio RoE and enable investing in activities 
that generate value for shareholders (RoE>CoC)

Provide the business with tools to make the right growth 
decisions in order to drive the market price through 
expectations of sustainable, capital efficient (RoE>CoC) growth



Why should we optimise capital under a 
risk based framework? 
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• Under a risk-based capital regime, capital can be reduced through better risk management
• Therefore it is possible to generate the same profit for lower capital or more profit for same capital

Increase return on capital

• In certain economies, growth is almost impossible
• Capital generation can lead to lower required capital
• Capital released can be returned to shareholders, thereby enhancing overall shareholder returns

Enhanced shareholder returns

• Value for shareholders is created when returns are generated above cost of capital
• Investing in opportunities that deliver return below this drags down the overall return on equity
• Risk management can support business decisions to ensure they enhance return on equity

Support capital efficient growth

• Resilience of capitalisation can be managed to ensure it does not constrain dividend payments
• Providing an economic view of the business can ensure that sustainability of the business is 

transparent and understood

Support predictable and sustainable dividend distribution



The different levels of capital optimisation

Within 
a Group
Across 
entities

Within entities
Hosted by

• Better business
• Better risk mitigation
• Improved modelling

• Magnitude of capital buffers
• Appropriate incentives

• Centralised capital buffers
• Centralised capital resources
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Capital optimisation within entities
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Better 
business

Better 
risk 

mitiga-
tion

Improved 
modelling

• Remove conservatism
• Reduced capital under standard formula
• Reduced capital beyond standard formula

• ALM / de-risk assets 
• Risk transfer optimisation
• Disciplined product risk management 

• Asset optimisation
• Active capital management
• Disposal of capital-intensive 

portfolios



Capital optimisation within entities
Through improved modelling 
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Reduce conservatism
• Prudent simplifications in 

calculations
• Buffers in BE assumptions
• Unspecific buffers for 

uncertainties

Reduce capital within 
scope of standard 
formula
• USDs/ISPs
• LACDT
• Consolidated Own Funds
• Reflection of reinsurance 

/ risk mitigation in SCR 
stresses

Reduce capital beyond 
scope of standard 
formula
• Underwriting risk SCR
• SCR diversification
• Asset diversification
• Policy Holder Participation / 

Credit Relief Factor
• …
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Purpose of economic capital Embedding economic capital

Better risk mitigation and business
The link between economic capital and capital optimisation
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Parallel models
• Different key 

assumptions
• Tedious to reconcile
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If economic capital < regulatory capital
• Regulatory capital is being locked in
• Restructure cash flows / risks so that regulatory capital 

better reflects economics e.g. MA
• Transfer business to different jurisdiction with more 

favourable treatment e.g. Bermuda

If economic capital > regulatory capital
• Regulatory capital is not capitalising for the risk
• Consider whether capital buffer is required
• Ensure that risks are within risk appetite, if not consider 

risk transfer mechanism e.g. reinsurance
• In decision-making (e.g. pricing) ensure adequate 

balance between expected return and potential losses 
to enable sustainability

Regulatory capital + economic 
adjustments 
• No reconciliation
• Easier to explain given tangible 

starting point
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Prospective RoC is the promise and retrospective RoC the measure for whether it was delivered

Given the CoC, the RoC target can be derived from RoE target

Return on Capital – Retrospective

Better risk mitigation and business 
Using return on capital in practice
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• RoC = Actual Return on Average Capital
• Based on actuals not estimates
• Unlikely to be granular enough to be used for decision making
• Can be used as a performance target / measure
• Not subjective and less calculation effort required as actuals used

• RoC = (12+9+11+14)/[(120+130+140+120)/4] = 9%
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Return on Capital – Prospective 
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Expected Return Capital

• RoC = PV of Future Expected Returns on PV of Capital
• Take into account run-off of capital over product / portfolio lifetime
• Can be derived on different levels for decision-making, e.g. for new 

products or for specific in-force portfolios
• Can be based on required capital (ensure it is above CoC) or economic 

(to support sustainability)
• More subjective and more effort to calculate due to projections

• RoC = (3+3+3+3+3) / (40+30+15+5+0) = 17% 

Projection 
year



Better risk mitigation
Risk transfer optimisation

Risk transfer can be used to improve return on capital or to manage exposure to certain type of risks 
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Improve return on capital
• Assess regulatory vs economic capital for certain risks / certain 

portfolios
• Potential for optimisation where economic capital less than regulatory 

capital
• Determine prospective return on capital for risk type / portfolio
• Assess impact of risk transfer on prospective return on capital 
• If economic capital is less than regulatory, the return on capital is likely 

to be better if risk can be transferred to company with
• Different risk profile
• Different regulatory capital requirements
• Different modelling of same regulatory capital requirements

• Reinsurance agreements which are very much out-of-the money serve 
the pure purpose of reducing capital driven by tail risks, but are also 
cheap since the economic probability of pay-out is low

• Reinsurance treaties should be re-evaluated in the light of the 
introduction of a risk-based capital regime to optimise return on capital
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Better risk mitigation 
Disciplined product risk management 

• Product performance is normally sensitive to at least one key assumptions

• When products are priced, assumptions are made about how the risks arising from these key assumptions 
will be managed
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E.g. for an accident insurance product, the key assumptions 
may be the claims severity and lapse experience
• May assume a rigorous claims management process that 

adheres to specific criteria for a claim to be valid
• May require commission claw-back arrangements to 

manage profitability in case of lapses
• Operational functions need to be informed and the 

management of the key risks monitored so that products 
can be repriced or closed if required

E.g. long term savings products
• May assume continuous ALM over the lifetime of the 

product which might be critical for profitability and RoC
• Asset managers need to understand that return is not the 

only dimension and mismatched cashflows lead to 
significant risk exposure 

• Asset managers need the right metrics to make the right 
decisions

2023 20242019 2020 2021 2022 20262025 2027 2028 2029

0 +3
+7

Duration gap assumed
Premiums received (in ’000) Duration gap (actual)



Better Business
Asset Optimisation

• To optimise asset allocation, we need a metric that reflects both return and risk capital
• However, assets will always incur a risk capital charge and the magnitude depends on the liability profile
• This needs to be taken into account when determining these metrics
• The investment return on capital is therefore calculated on portfolio level and built up in steps

• More than one way to use this and also depends on which components of capital required are considered
• At least the impact on significant risks should be included, i.e. market risk, credit risk and interactions 

with liability risks
• Could use the delta – i.e. tactical decision 1 has a RoC +2%-p impact whereas tactical decision 2 has a RoC

-1%-p impact 
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Better business
Active capital management
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Active capital managementPassive capital 
management • Strategic discussions are used as input to determine an expected RoC on a granular level, e.g. per product / LoB

• This RoC is based on the last actual RoC results, while projections thereof take into account adjustments for future 
changes based on strategic discussions and other external influences

• Entity level planning then takes into account the different levels of RoC between different products / LoBs
• This translates into an overall expected RoC for the entity, which may then again trigger further strategic discussions

• Capital required over 
business plans / RoC are 
outcomes of strategic 
planning rather than an 
input

• Specifically for new 
business, where the 
decision to sell certain 
business at a certain price 
or grow/shrink certain 
areas of the business, a 
more active approach can 
have rewards 

Strategic 
discussions

Granular 
RoCPlanning

Overall 
RoC



Capital buffers in entities exist to buffer against adverse events without the need to ask parent for help

Capital optimisation across entities
Magnitude of capital buffers in entities
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Risk-based required capital buffer

Local solvency requirement

Minimum post-stress solvency

Stressed local solvency position

Determining the magnitude
• Extent to which buffers are required depends on many things: vulnerability of the 

local solvency position, operational riskiness of business, maturity of business / 
growth expected, new business funding requirements, shareholding structure, 
other frictional cost to inject money, etc.

• Understanding how much required capital buffers the business needs enables 
transparency and better business decisions

• One approach is the post-stress minimum capitalisation, which ensures that the 
local capitalisation does not breach a certain threshold after specified stresses

• This has the following advantages: 
• Resilience of local solvency position to specified stresses
• Minimum threshold can be set at level that Boards are comfortable with
• Clarity about what drives capitalisation, which may not be clear from risk 

capital if it does not take all risk interactions into account (e.g. combined 
stresses / scenarios) 



• In order to implement capital optimisation effectively, incentives need to be aligned to take this into 
account

• If only profit or growth is incentivised, the capital dimension will never be considered

Set targets to reflect returns above cost of 
capital

• The minimum return on capital which still generates value 
can be derived from the RoE and CoC

• The RoE target can be translated to a RoC target when 
making business decisions on a more granular level

Performance target based on capital efficiency

RoE is an objectively measurable performance target which 
is aligned to capital efficiency

Capital optimisation across entities
Appropriate incentives for capital optimisation
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RoCRoE = 
Profit

Equity ~ RoC> CoCRoE ~ > Target

• Two incentives that can be implemented are: 



Capital optimisation within a Group
Centralised required capital
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• Capital buffers for adverse events can be held most efficiently at Group level 
• Buffers on entity level should be kept to a minimum, taking into account the vulnerability of their 

solvency position and practicalities
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• Additional economic required capital consists of 
30m for the Group and 95m for the entities

• 95m represents the diversified sum of capital 
buffers required by the entities

• Undiversified the requirement would be 140m, so 
there is a 45m diversification benefit 

• This 45m of capital is freed up by upstreaming 
excess capital and centralising entity capital 
requirements 

• This can be invested other business opportunities 
or returned to shareholders

Additional capital held locally Additional capital held centrally



Capital optimisation within a Group
Centralised capital resources
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Raising capital

Central internal 
reinsurer

Outward 
reinsurance

• Lower borrowing cost 
through lower risk

• Profitability retained
• Diversification
• Synergies

• More diversification
• Lower cost
• Negotiation power



Questions
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Thank you
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